Abstract. In undeniable signature schemes, zero-knowledgeness and non-transferability have been identified so far. In this paper, by separating these two notions, we show the first 3-move confirmation and disavowal protocols for Chaum's undeniable signature scheme which is secure against active and concurrent attacks. Our main observation is that while the signer has one public key and one secret key, there exist two witnesses in the confirmation and disavowal proofs of Chaum's scheme.
Introduction

Background and Motivation
The concept of undeniable signatures was due to Chaum and van Antwerpen [11] . As opposed to the standard digital signatures which are universally verifiable, the validity of undeniable signatures can be verified only with the signer's consent, by engaging interactively or non-interactively in either a confirmation protocol or a disavowal protocol. There have been a wide range of research covering a variety of different schemes for undeniable signatures over the past 15 years. Among others, we have [8, 3, 10, 9, 22, 15, 20, 24, 6, 19, 18, 23, 5, 25, 26] . Most of these schemes are discrete logarithm based, with the exception of a few RSA-based schemes [20, 19, 18] , a pairing-based (identity-based) scheme [23] and some other schemes [5, 25, 26] . These schemes possess variable degrees of security and additional features such as convertibility [3, 15, 24, 18] , designated verifier technique [22] , designated confirmer technique [9, 27] , and so on. At the same time, undeniable signatures also find various applications in cryptography such as in licensing softwares (this is in fact the original motivation of Chaum and van Antwerpen) [11] , electronic cash [12, 4, 28] , electronic voting and auctions.
An undeniable signature scheme is said to be secure (against active attack) if it is unforgeable, invisible and the confirmation and disavowal protocols are both zero-knowledge. The zero-knowledgeness is required to make undeniable signatures non-transferable, which is indeed the purpose of undeniable signature schemes. Further, it is believed that a 3-move protocol cannot be zero-knowledge from the result of [17] . Therefore, no 3-move undeniable signature scheme which is secure against active attack is known. In fact, in the existing literature, the zero-knowledge confirmation protocol is at least 4 moves. No constant moves zero-knowledge disavowal protocol has been known so far. This is mainly because zero-knowledgeness and non-transferability have been identified so far implicitly or explicitly. In other words, the search for a 3-move undeniable signature scheme which is provably secure against active attack remains as an challenging open problem since the introduction of the concept of undeniable signatures in 1989.
Our Contributions
We say that an undeniable signature scheme is "3-move" if the confirmation protocol and the disavowal protocol are both 3-move (where the signer S sends a to the verifier V , V sends b to S and S sends c to V ).
In this paper, we propose the first "3-move" undeniable signature scheme which is provably secure against active and concurrent attacks, by exploiting the fact that DH-tuples possess two witnesses, and also that non DH-tuples possess two witnesses. It is achieved -by separating two notions, zero-knowledgeness and non-transferability, and -by incorporating the concept of witness indistinguishability [16] in a novel way.
A naive approach for witness indistinguishability would be to use two public keys, where the two corresponding secret keys are two witnesses, as suggested by Feige and Shamir in [16] . More precisely, the signer issues two undeniable signatures σ 1 and σ 2 on a message m. He then proves that σ 1 is valid or σ 2 is valid by a witness indistinguishable protocol. Unfortunately, this approach does not work. This is because, from De Morgan's law (X ∨ Y = X ∧ Y ), both the confirmation protocol and the disavowal protocol cannot be witness indistinguishable simultaneously. For more details, see Section 6. Further, such a two public-key scheme would be costly.
On the other hand, we show 3-move confirmation and disavowal protocols for Chaum's undeniable signature scheme [8] , where the signer has only one public key. Our main idea is as follows. In the confirmation (disavowal) protocol, the signer proves that a tuple (g, g u , g v , g w ) is a DH-tuple (non DH-tuple). Now observe that a DH-tuple (g, g u , g v , g uv ) has two witnesses, u and v. A similar observation holds for non DH-tuples too. Thus, our main observation is that while the signer has one public key and one secret key, there exist two witnesses in the confirmation and disavowal proofs of Chaum's scheme. This allows us to use the concept of witness indistinguishability (WI) in the confirmation and disavowal protocols. As a result, we manage to circumvent the problem encountered earlier in the naive approach.
More precisely, in order to prove that (g, g u , g v , g uv ) is a DH-tuple, knowledge of either one of the two witnesses, i.e. u or v is sufficient. This observation is critical in the simulation of the confirmation/disavowal oracle in the security analyses.
Chaum's original scheme (which does not employ a cryptographic hash function) is not secure as it succumbed to the basic multiplicative attacks. Therefore, we apply the above idea on the full-domain hash (FDH) [14] variant of Chaum's scheme so that we can treat the hash function as a random oracle in the security analyses. In this scheme, the signer has a single public key y = g x and a single secret key x. Remember that the signer does not have to prove that he knows x in the confirmation protocol. All he needs to prove is the validity of a signature σ on a message m under the public key y, i.e. he proves that a given tuple (g, y, H(m), σ) is a DH-tuple where σ = H(m)
x and H is a random oracle. We notice that the DH-tuple has two witnesses by accident in this case. The same argument applies in proving the invalidity of a signature σ = H(m)
x , i.e. by proving that (g, y, H(m), σ) is a non DH-tuple using a disavowal protocol.
Traditionally, two main security notions for undeniable signatures are the notion of existential unforgeability and invisibility under adaptive chosen message attack. The existential unforgeability of our proposed scheme is equivalent to the computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) problem while it is invisible assuming the hardness of the decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem.
In this paper, we also introduce another important security notion with regard to undeniable signatures, namely, the security against impersonation attack. As all of us are aware that the purpose of undeniable signature scheme is to construct a signature which is non-transferable. This is equivalent to prevent impersonation by employing confirmation and disavowal protocols. This security notion has not been formalized so far mainly because zero-knowledgeness implies non-transferability. Since our newly proposed scheme is a novel work separating zero-knowledgeness and non-transferability while adopting the witnessindistinguishability property, we are led to this particular security notion. We manage to prove that the security against impersonation attack of our proposed scheme is equivalent to the discrete logarithm (DLOG) problem.
A brief summary of security analyses of our newly proposed scheme is given in the following table. The table holds in the random oracle model while our confirmation (disavowal) protocol is a WI protocol for a (non-) DH tuple in the standard model. Security Unforgeability Invisibility Impersonation Equivalence CDH ≥ DDH DLOG As a result, we successfully devise a 3-move undeniable signature scheme which is secure against active and concurrent attacks with respect to the security notions of existential unforgeability, invisibility and impersonation, with a weaker requirement than zero-knowledgeness.
Notice that schemes which adopt the non-interactive designated verifier proof technique [22] is trivially secure against impersonation attack. It is true that if a verifier has a public key, then we can make the confirmation and disavowal protocols non-interactive by using the designated verifier proof technique. However, if the verifier does not have a public key, then obviously the confirmation and disavowal protocols must remain interactive. Otherwise, non-transferability is broken.
As an aside, we remark that the idea we obtain from the observation that there exist two witnesses in a DH-tuple is of independent interest. Hopefully, it may find applications on some other interactive protocols which involve the proving of the validity of a DH-tuple in the security analyses. For example, the same idea can be readily applied to the identity-based undeniable signatures by Libert and Quisquater [23] . In [23] , the scheme is proven secure using the non-interactive designated verifier proof technique only.
Preliminaries
Let G be an Abelian group of prime order q, and let g be a generator of G. We say that (g,
w ) is a DH-tuple. The CDH problem is to compute g uv from (g, g u , g v ) and the DLOG problem is to compute u from g u .
The FDH Variant of Chaum's Scheme
The full domain hash (FDH) variant [14] of Chaum's undeniable signature scheme [8] is described as follows. Let G be an Abelian group of prime order q, and let g be a generator of G.
-Key Generation. On input 1 k , choose x ∈ Z q randomly and compute y = g x . Choose a cryptographic hash function H : {0, 1} * → G. Set the public key as (g, y, H) and the secret key as x. -Signing. On input the public key (g, y, H), the secret key x and a message m ∈ {0, 1} * , the algorithm returns the signature as σ = H(m) x . -Confirmation Protocol. Given a message-signature pair (m, σ), the signer proves that (g, y, H(m), σ) is a DH-tuple in zero-knowledge. -Disavowal Protocol. Given a pair (m, σ), the signer proves that (g, y, H(m), σ)
is not a DH-tuple in zero-knowledge.
The existing zero-knowledge confirmation protocol requires 4 moves and no zero-knowledge disavowal protocol with constant moves is known so far [8] .
How to Formalize the Security
Traditionally, an adversary in an undeniable signature scheme intends to achieve two main adversarial goals, namely, to forge a signature and to distinguish whether a message-signature pair is valid or invalid, which correspond to the security notions of existential unforgeability and invisibility, respectively.
In this section, we introduce another new adversarial goal which is impersonation. We are led to this notion since our proposed confirmation/disavowal protocols are not zero-knowledge but witness indistinguishable, linking impersonation attack for identification schemes to non-transferability. Surprisingly, this goal impersonation has been overlooked in the past while being different from the notions of unforgeability and invisibility.
Meanwhile, there exist three kinds of attacks, namely, passive attack, active attack and concurrent attack. We will elaborate more on this in the sequel.
Unforgeability
The first security notion is similar to the one for ordinary digital signatures, which is the notion of existential unforgeability against adaptive chosen message attack [21] . The only difference is that besides the signing oracle access, the adversary is also allowed to access to the confirmation/disavowal oracle. The confirmation/disavowal oracle is simulated based on the kind of attacks mounted, i.e. passive attack or active/concurrent attack. Generally, in a passive attack the adversary does not interact with the signer/prover. What the adversary does is eavesdropping and she is in possession of transcripts of conversations between the prover and the verifier. In an active/concurrent attack, the adversary gets to play the role of a cheating verifier, interacting with the prover several times, in an effort to extract some useful information. We will give a more formal definition shortly.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time passive, active and concurrent attacks are being defined explicitly and rigorously with respect to the security notions of undeniable signatures. Specifically, concurrent attack is more relevant to identification scheme [2] . However, we remark that since confirmation and disavowal protocols of an undeniable signature scheme are usually performed interactively as in an identification protocol, concurrent attack should be taken into account as well.
The difference between active and concurrent attacks is that in an active attack, the adversary interacts serially with the prover "clones"; while in a concurrent attack, the adversary is allowed to interact with many different prover "clones" concurrently. Apparently, the active/concurrent adversary has higher capability than the passive adversary.
We consider the following game.
1. Let pk be the input to a forger F . 2. The forger F is permitted to issue a series of queries: -Signing queries: F submits a message m and receives a signature σ on m.
(We consider adaptive queries here -subsequent queries is made based on previously obtained signatures.) -Confirmation/disavowal queries: F submits a message-signature pair (m, σ), and the oracle responds based on whether a passive attack or an active/concurrent attack is mounted. 3. At the end of this attack game, F outputs a message-signature pair (m * , σ * ).
-In a passive attack, the confirmation/disavowal oracle first checks the validity of (m, σ). If it is a valid pair, then the oracle returns a bit µ = 1 and a transcript of confirmation protocol. Otherwise, the oracle returns a bit µ = 0 and a transcript of disavowal protocol. -In an active/concurrent attack, the confirmation/disavowal oracle first checks the validity of (m, σ). If it is a valid pair, then the oracle returns a bit µ = 1 and proceeds with the execution of the confirmation protocol with the forger F (acting as a cheating verifier). Otherwise, the oracle returns a bit µ = 0 and executes the disavowal protocol with F accordingly.
The forger F wins the game if F outputs a valid message-signature pair (m * , σ * ) such that m * has never been queried to the signing oracle, or it queries a valid (m * , σ * ) to the confirmation/disavowal oracle such that m * has never been queried to the signing oracle.
F 's advantage in this game is defined to be Adv(F ) = Pr[F wins].
Definition 1. An undeniable signature scheme is said to be existential unforgeable under adaptive chosen message attack if no probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) forger F has a non-negligible advantage in the above game.
Invisibility
The second security notion of undeniable signatures is invisibility, a notion due to Chaum, van Heijst and Pfitzmann [10] . This notion is essentially the inability to determine whether a given message-signature pair is valid. There are many variations in defining invisibility, for example it is defined in terms of simulatability in [10] and it is defined in terms of distinguishing whether a signature σ is corresponding to a message m 0 or m 1 in [6] .
In this paper, we adopt the following definition given by Galbraith and Mao [18] as they have proven that if a scheme satisfies invisibility in the sense of Definition 2 then it also satisfies invisibility in the sense of [6] .
Consider the following game.
1. Let pk be the input to a distinguisher D.
2. The distinguisher D is permitted to issue a series of queries: signing queries and confirmation/disavowal queries as in Section 3.1. 3. At some point, D outputs a message m * which has never been queried to the signing oracle, and requests a challenge signature σ * on m * . The challenge signature σ * is generated based on the outcome of a hidden coin toss b. If b = 1, then σ * is generated as usual using the signing oracle, otherwise σ * is chosen uniformly at random from the signature space S. 4. D performs some signing and confirmation/disavowal queries again with the restriction that no signing query on m * is allowed, and no confirmation/disavowal query on the challenge message-signature pair (m * , σ * ) is allowed. The difference between the above definition and the one in [6] is such that in the latter the distinguisher D outputs two messages m 0 and m 1 and the challenge signature σ * is generated for m b where b is the hidden bit.
Impersonation
As noted earlier, the third (and new) security notion of undeniable signatures is the security against impersonation attack. We consider the following game.
1. Let pk be the input to an impersonator I. 2. The impersonator I enters the learning phase where it performs a series of queries: signing queries and confirmation/disavowal queries as in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2. At the end of this phase, I outputs a tuple (m * , σ * , µ) which consists of a message-signature pair and a bit µ (where µ = 1 indicates valid and µ = 0 indicates invalid). 3. In the impersonation phase, if µ = 1, then the impersonator I executes the confirmation protocol with a verifier on input (m * , σ * ). If µ = 0, I executes the disavowal protocol with a verifier on input (m * , σ * ).
The impersonator I wins the game if it can convince the verifier that (m * , σ * ) is either valid or invalid (depending on the bit µ it outputs earlier). I's advantage in this game is defined to be Adv(I) = Pr[Iwins].
Definition 3. An undeniable signature scheme is said to be secure against impersonation under adaptive chosen message attack if no PPT impersonator I has a non-negligible advantage in the above game.
WI Protocol on DH-Tuple
In this section, we present our main idea, that is, we give the descriptions of DHtuple witness indistinguishable (WI) protocol and non DH-tuple WI protocol.
The concept of witness indistinguishability and witness hiding was introduced by Feige and Shamir [16] . Generally speaking, a two-party protocol between a prover and a verifier, in which the prover uses one of the several secret witnesses to an NP assertion, is witness indistinguishable if the verifier cannot tell which witness the prover is actually using. The protocol is witness hiding if at the end of the protocol the verifier cannot compute any new witness which he did not know before the protocol began. The result in [16] says that if a statement has at least two independent witnesses, then any witness indistinguishable protocol for this statement is also witness hiding. WI protocols have been used to construct identification schemes [16] and blind signature schemes [29, 1] .
In our proposal, the prover demonstrates the knowledge of 1-out-of-2 witnesses corresponding to a problem instance (a DH-tuple) without revealing which is known, thus it is a witness indistinguishable and witness hiding protocol.
WI Protocol for DH-Tuple
Let (g, U, V, W ) be a DH-tuple, where U = g u , V = g v , W = g uv . Now we observe that there are two witnesses, u and v. Then by using the technique of [13] , we can construct a 3-move witness indistinguishable protocol such that the prover knows u or v of a DH-tuple.
We start from a 3-move honest verifier zero-knowledge proof system (HVZK) such that the prover knows u of a DH-tuple [12] . It is depicted in Fig. 1-(a) . We can obtain a similar HVZK protocol such that the prover knows v. It is symmetry to Fig. 1-(a) and thus we omit the details.
Prover
Verifier
= z2 (b) Prover knows u of a non DH-tuple We finally present a 3-move WI protocol such that the prover knows u or v of a DH-tuple. For this protocol, we assume that the prover knows u (but not v). 
The prover chooses
c 2 , d 2 ∈ Z q randomly. He computes z 1 = g d2 /V c2 and z 2 = U d2 /W c2 . He also chooses r ∈ Z q randomly and computes z 1 = g r and z 2 = V r . Next, he sends (z 1 , z 2 , z 1 , z 2 ) to the verifier. 2. The verifier chooses c ∈ Z q randomly and sends c to the prover. 3. The prover computes c 1 = c − c 2 mod q and d 1 = r + cg d1 = z 1 U c1 , V d1 = z 2 W c1 ; g d2 = z 1 V c2 , U d2 = z 2 W c2 .
WI Protocol for Non DH-Tuple
Suppose that (g, U, V, W ) is not a DH-tuple, where U = g u , V = g v , W = g w and w = uv mod q. Then similarly to Section 4.1, we can construct a 3-move WI protocol such that the prover knows u or v of a non DH-tuple. We start from a 3-move HVZK protocol such that the prover knows u of a non DH-tuple, as proposed in [7] . The protocols is as illustrated in Fig. 1-(b) . Similarly, we can obtain a 3-move HVZK protocol such that the prover knows v. It is the symmetric counterpart of Fig. 1-(b) .
We finally present a 3-move WI protocol such that the prover knows u or v of a non DH-tuple. For this protocol, we assume that the prover knows u (but not v).
1. The prover chooses c 2 , d 1 , d 2 ∈ Z q randomly and A ∈ G such that A = 1 randomly. He computes
He also chooses r ∈ Z q randomly and computes A = (V u /W ) r . Next, he chooses α, β ∈ Z q randomly and computes z 1 = V α /W β and z 2 = g α /U β . Finally, he sends (A, A , z 1 , z 2 , z 1 , z 2 ) to the verifier. 
Proposed 3-Move Undeniable Signature Scheme
In this section, we show a 3-move undeniable signature scheme which is secure against active and concurrent attacks. Our scheme builds on the FDH variant of Chaum's scheme which is described earlier, by incorporating the idea from the previous section. Since the core of this paper is to propose a 3-move undeniable signature scheme which is secure against active and concurrent attacks, we consider only security against these two kinds of attacks. Nevertheless, a scheme which is secure against active/concurrent attack will definitely secure against passive attack too.
Scheme
The key generation algorithm and the signing algorithm are the same as those of the FDH variant of Chaum's undeniable signature scheme.
(Confirmation protocol) By using the 3-move WI protocol of Section 4.1, the signer proves that (g, y, H(m), σ) is a DH-tuple, where (m, σ) is a valid message-signature pair.
(Disavowal protocol) By using the 3-move WI protocol of Section 4.2, the signer proves that (g, y, H(m), σ) is not a DH-tuple, where (m, σ) is not a valid message-signature pair.
Security
We show that the existential unforgeability of our proposed scheme against active and concurrent attacks is equivalent to the CDH problem in the random oracle model. Similarly, we prove that our scheme is invisible under the DDH assumption and the impersonation is equivalent to the DLOG problem.
Theorem 1. The existential unforgeability of the above 3-move undeniable signature scheme against active and concurrent attacks is equivalent to the CDH problem in the random oracle model.
Proof. Please refer to Appendix A.
Theorem 2. The above 3-move undeniable signature scheme is invisible against active and concurrent attacks under the DDH assumption in the random oracle model.
Proof. Please refer to Appendix B.
Theorem 3. The security against impersonation under active and concurrent attacks of the above 3-move undeniable signature scheme is equivalent to the DLOG problem in the random oracle model.
Proof. Please refer to Appendix C.
Discussion
A naive approach for witness indistinguishability would be to use two public keys, where the two corresponding secret keys are two witnesses, as suggested in [16] . However, this approach does not work as shown below. In this approach, the signer has two public keys, y 1 = g x1 and y 2 = g x2 . The undeniable signature on a message m is σ = (σ 1 , σ 2 ), where
x2 . The secret key of the signer is x 1 or x 2 . In the confirmation protocol, the signer proves that σ 1 is valid OR σ 2 is valid.
However, in the disavowal protocol, the signer has to prove that "σ 1 is invalid AND σ 2 is invalid" because De Morgan's law claims that X ∨ Y = X ∧ Y . Therefore, the disavowal protocol cannot be witness indistinguishable. In general, from De Morgan's law, both the confirmation protocol and the disavowal protocol cannot be witness indistinguishable simultaneously. On the other hand, we manage to circumvent this problem by our new approach.
We further remark that our proposed scheme is almost as efficient as the FDH variant of Chaum's scheme, except that the computation and communication complexity in the confirmation and disavowal protocols are almost twice the original scheme. However, we stress that this slight efficiency loss is worthwhile in achieving the security against active and concurrent attacks with only 3-move confirmation and disavowal protocols. This is indeed a significant contribution to the literature of undeniable signatures.
Conclusion
We proposed the first 3-move undeniable signature scheme which is provably secure against active and concurrent attacks, by exploiting the fact that DH-tuples possess two witnesses, and also that non DH-tuples possess two witnesses. Thus, this allows us to use the concept of witness indistinguishability and witness hiding in the confirmation and disavowal protocols of the FDH variant of Chaum's scheme. The existential unforgeability of our proposed scheme against adaptive chosen message attack is equivalent to the CDH problem. The scheme satisfies the property of invisibility assuming the intractability of the DDH problem. Moreover, we also introduced another security notion which is impersonation attack. We proved that the security against impersonation of our proposed scheme is equivalent to the DLOG problem.
A Proof of Theorem 1
Firstly, we show that if there exists an algorithm M that solves the CDH problem with advantage M , then one can construct a forger F that can forge in the universal way with advantage F , by running M as a subroutine. The forger F is given the public key (g, y, H) where y = g x . For any message m, F computes h = H(m) and gives the triple (g, y, h) as input to M . When M outputs h x , F simply outputs the forgery as (m, σ = h x ). It is clear that F = M . This completes the first half of our proof.
Secondly, we show that if there exists an existential forger F with advantage F , then one can construct an algorithm M that can solve the CDH problem with advantage M , by running F as a subroutine. Suppose the input to M is (g, g x , g z ). M then starts running F by feeding F with the public key (g, y = g x , H) where H is a random oracle that will be simulated by M . M also simulates the signing oracle and the confirmation/disavowal oracle itself. Let q S and q H be the number of signing queries and H queries that F issues respectively. We assume that when F requests a signature on a message m i , it has already made the corresponding H query on m i .
When F makes a H query for a message m i , M responds with h i = H(m i ) = g vi with probability δ and h i = H(m i ) = (g z ) vi with probability 1 − δ, where v i is chosen randomly from Z q and δ is a fixed probability which will be determined later. Suppose that F makes a signing query for a message m i . If M has responded with h i = g vi to the H query for a message m i , then M returns σ i = y vi as the valid signature (since
. Otherwise, M aborts and it fails to solve the CDH problem.
Next, we consider the case when F makes a confirmation/disavowal query. Let q v be the number of queries that F issues to the confirmation/disavowal oracle. For convenience, we consider that the final output of F is the (q v + 1)th query. We say that (m i , σ i ) is special if it is a valid message-signature pair queried by F to the confirmation/disavowal oracle such that m i has never been queried to the signing oracle. M guesses the first special query. More precisely, M guesses the first i such that the ith query (m i , σ i ) is special. So, at the beginning, M chooses Guess ∈ {1, 2, · · · , q v + 1} randomly. There are two cases to be considered here, namely, i < Guess and i = Guess. First suppose that i < Guess.
-If F has never made a signing query for m i , then M returns µ = 0 and runs the disavowal protocol with F . -Otherwise, F has already made a signing query for m i , and M answered with a valid signature σ i with probability δ (with probability (1 − δ) M aborts). If σ i = σ i then M returns µ = 1 and runs the confirmation protocol with F . Otherwise, M returns µ = 0 and runs the disavowal protocol with F .
Notice that since M knows v i , it can simulate the confirmation/disavowal oracle perfectly. (Recall that the execution of the confirmation/disavowal oracle is to prove whether (g, g
is a DH-tuple or not. Since M knows one of the witnesses which is v i , it can simulate the interactive proof perfectly.)
Now suppose that i = Guess. Let (m * , σ * ) be the ith query. If F has queried m * to the signing oracle, then M aborts. Otherwise, we assume that F has queried the H-oracle on m * and so m * = m j for some j.
1/vj and thus it solves the CDH problem. Otherwise, M aborts and it fails to solve the CDH problem.
To complete the proof, it remains to calculate the probability that M does not abort. M guesses the first special query with probability 1/(q v + 1). The probability that M answers to all the signing queries is δ qS and M outputs g zr with probability 1 − δ. Therefore, the probability that M does not abort during the simulation is δ qS (1−δ)/(q v +1). This value is maximized at δ opt = 1−1/(q S + 1). This shows that M 's advantage M is at least (1/e(1 + q S )) F /(q v + 1), where e is the base of the natural logarithm. This is because the value (1−1/(q S +1)) qS approaches 1/e for large q S . This completes our proof.
B Proof of Theorem 2
We show that if there exists an invisibility distinguisher D with advantage D , then one can construct an DDH distinguisher D with advantage D , by running D as a subroutine. Suppose the input to D is (g, g x , g z , g t ). D then starts running D by feeding D with the public key (g, y = g x , H) where H is a random oracle that will be simulated by D . D also simulates the signing oracle and the confirmation/disavowal oracle itself. Let q S and q H be the number of signing queries and H queries that D issues respectively. We assume that when D requests a signature on a message m i , it has already made the corresponding H query on m i .
When D makes a H query for a message m i , D responds with h i = H(m i ) = g vi with probability δ and h i = H(m i ) = (g z ) vi with probability 1 − δ, where v i is chosen randomly from Z q and δ is a fixed probability which will be determined later. Suppose that D makes a signing query for a message m i . If D has responded with h i = g vi to the H query for a message m i , then D returns σ i = y vi as the valid signature (since
. Otherwise, D aborts and it fails to solve the DDH problem.
Eventually, D outputs a message m * . We assume that D has queried the H-oracle on m * and so m * = m i for some i.
Otherwise, D aborts and it fails to solve the DDH problem. Next, D performs some H queries, signing queries and confirmation/disavowal queries again with the restriction that no signing queries on m * is allowed, and no confirmation/disavowal query on the challenge message-signature pair (m * , σ * ) is allowed.
Finally, D outputs a bit b which it thinks is equal to the hidden bit b. More precisely, D outputs b = 1 if it finds that (m * , σ * ) is a valid message-signature pair and it outputs b = 0 if it finds that σ * is chosen uniformly at random from the signature space S.
Subsequently, D provides the same output as D which is b . Note that if (m * , σ * ) is a valid message-signature pair, then (g, g x , g z , g t ) is a DH-tuple. This is indeed the case since σ * = h x i implies that t = xz mod q, where
is not a DH-tuple. This is indeed the case since σ * = h x i implies that t = xz mod q. Therefore, if D is an invisibility distinguisher then D is a DDH distinguisher. Now, we show how to simulate the confirmation/disavowal oracle. If CDH problem is easy, then DDH problem is easy. Hence D can solve the DDH problem (without using D) in this case.
Suppose that CDH problem is hard. Then D cannot forge (m i , σ i ) with nonnegligible probability because forgery is equivalent to CDH problem from Theorem 1. Now assume that D queries (m i , σ i ) to the confirmation/disavowal oracle. (M can run the confirmation/disavowal protocol as in the proof of Theorem 1.) To complete the proof, it remains to calculate the probability that D does not abort. The probability that D answers to all the signing queries is δ qS and D succeeds in distinguishing the DDH problem with probability 1−δ. Therefore, the probability that D does not abort during the simulation is δ qS (1 − δ). This value is maximized at δ opt = 1 − 1/(q S + 1). This shows that D 's advantage D is at least (1/e(1 + q S )) D , where e is the base of the natural logarithm. This is because the value (1 − 1/(q S + 1)) qS approaches 1/e for large q S . This completes our proof.
C Proof of Theorem 3
Firstly, we show that if there exists an algorithm M that solves the DLOG problem with advantage M , then one can construct an impersonator I that can succeed in an impersonation by running M as a subroutine, with advantage I . At first, the impersonator I is given the public key (g, y, H) where y = g x . Since I can obtain the secret key x by feeding y to the algorithm M , it can impersonate the signer with the knowledge of x. It is clear that I = M . This completes the first half of our proof.
Secondly, we show that if there exists an impersonator I with advantage I , then one can construct an algorithm M that can solve the DLOG problem with advantage M , by running I as a subroutine. Suppose the input to M is (g, g x ). M first chooses a bit coin.
Suppose that coin = 0. M then starts running I by feeding I with the public key (g, y = g x , H) where H is a random oracle that will be simulated by M .
M also simulates the signing oracle and the confirmation/disavowal oracle itself. We assume that when I requests a signature on a message m i , it has already made the corresponding H query on m i . In the learning phase, I starts a series of queries. When I makes a H query for a message m i , M responds with h i = H(m i ) = g vi , where v i is chosen randomly from Z q . When I makes a signing query for a message m i , M returns σ i = y vi as the valid signature (since
. Suppose that I makes a confirmation/disavowal query for a message-signature pair (m i , σ i ). If m i has never been queried to the signing oracle by I, then M simulates the signing oracle as above by itself. Hence M knows a valid signature σ i anyway. Then M returns µ = 1 if σ i = σ i and µ = 0 if σ i = σ i . M also runs the confirmation or disavowal protocol accordingly, where M can run the confirmation/disavowal protocol as in the proof of Theorem 1.
At the end of this learning phase, I outputs a tuple (m * , σ * , µ). Next, I enters the impersonation phase. If µ = 1, then I executes the confirmation protocol with M (acting as a verifier) on input (m * , σ * ). M runs I to obtain its commitment (z 1 , z 2 , z 1 , z 2 ), randomly selects a challenge c ∈ Z q , and runs I to obtain its response (c 1 , c 2 , d 1 , d 2 ). M next resets I to the step whereby I has sent (z 1 , z 2 , z 1 , z 2 ). M then randomly selects a fresh challenge c ∈ Z q , and re-runs I to obtain its response (c 1 , c 2 ,
If both conversations are accepted and c = c , then M can extract the DLOG of y (which is x) or the DLOG of H(m * ) (which is v = v i for some v i ) as follows. Before this, remember that c = c 1 + c 2 mod q and c = c 1 + c 2 mod q. This implies that c 1 = c 1 or c 2 = c 2 , otherwise c 1 = c 2 which contradicts the above assumption.
From the first conversation, we obtain
From the second conversation, we obtain
Then it is not difficult to see that
When c 1 = c 1 , since y = g x and σ * = H(m * ) x , M can extract x = mod q from (2). On the other hand, if µ = 0, then the impersonator I executes the disavowal protocol with M (acting as a verifier) on input (m * , σ * ). M runs I to obtain its commitment (A, A , z 1 , z 2 , z 1 , z 2 ), randomly selects a challenge c ∈ Z q , and runs I to obtain its response (c 1 , c 2 , d 11 , d 12 , d 11 , d 12 ) . M next resets I to the step whereby I has sent (A, A , z 1 , z 2 , z 1 , z 2 ). M then randomly selects a fresh challenge c ∈ Z q , and re-runs I to obtain its response (c 1 , c 2 , d 21 , d 22 , d 21 , d 22 ) .
Again, if both conversations are accepted and c = c , then M can extract the DLOG of y (which is x) or the DLOG of H(m * ) (which is v) as follows. With the same argument as above, since c = c 1 + c 2 mod q and c = c 1 + c 2 mod q, this implies that c 1 = c 1 or c 2 = c 2 .
From the above equations, we would obtain
When c mod q from (4). Finally, for both confirmation and disavowal protocols, by Reset Lemma [2] , the probability that algorithm M accepts both conversations and that c = c is at least ( I − 1 q )
2 . This shows that M can extract the DLOG of y (which is x) or the DLOG of H(m * ) (which is v = v i for some v i ) with probability at least ( I − 1 q ) 2 . Suppose that coin = 1. In this case, M behaves as above with the modifications as follows: M chooses α ∈ Z q randomly, and let y = g α , H(m i ) = (g x ) vi and σ i = (g x ) αvi , where v i is chosen randomly from Z q . Finally, M can extract the DLOG of y (which is α) or the DLOG of H(m * ) (which is xv i for some v i ) with probability at least ( I − 
